Using Context-aware Workflows for Failure Management in a Smart Factory
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Abstract—In factories many processes are executed in parallel. The manufacturing processes are managed by Manufacturing Execution Systems. In the case of machine failures these systems provide only rudimentary or no support to the workers or shop-floor managers. As a consequence the failures have to be fixed as fast as possible for being able to continue manufacturing processes. For such cases context-aware workflows can be used to support the workers and to coordinate the work that has to be done for repairing purposes. In the Nexus Project we introduced the concept of context-aware workflows and context integration processes to be able to implement all kinds of processes going on in a smart environment. As a case study we modeled a failure management process as a workflow and executed it in a factory. Furthermore, we show the concepts behind this kind of workflows: the context integration processes and the context-aware human tasks. Finally, end user applications for the interaction of the workers with the workflow are presented. For that we developed an application concept providing a mobile solution for workers and a web-based solution for an office environment. The main contribution of this paper is to show how to implement such a failure management process as a context-aware workflow.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Workflow technology as automation method gained major influence in many enterprises and within the software industry. It provides methods and corresponding products to support modeling, execution, and management of business processes that have been carried out manually and through a diversity of non-integrated systems before. The integration of these non-integrated systems is possible by employing workflow management systems. With modeling their processes as workflows (instead of hard-coding them into their systems), the enterprises were enabled to change their processes more easily; they became more flexible and adaptive, to survive within a more and more dynamic market [1]. However, there are major application domains where processes are not supported by workflow technology yet like the domain of manufacturing environments. Here, the processes are planned and executed using Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) or Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERP). A difficulty of these technical processes is that they are crossing the boundary to the physical world.
II. RELATED WORK AND FUNDAMENTALS

The Workflow Management Coalition defines workflows as “the computerized facilitation or automation of a business process, in whole or part” [5]. That means the execution of workflows is fully computerized. In contrast, business processes describe the progress of work done in an enterprise in a form that is not directly executable by workflow systems. However the idea of ubiquitous and pervasive computing and the idea of context-aware and mobile computing open up new possibilities for using business processes [6]. The benefit of integrating context-aware computing into workflows is to extend the application area of workflows from business processes to manufacturing processes. This is a big advantage because now a company can support the production with the same technology already used in the back office or administration [7]. In [8], we have already discussed all the main technical issues about context-aware workflows. In this paper however, we want to enhance the concepts for allowing the integration of humans into context-aware workflows. This allows building ubiquitous work environments using the concept of context-aware human tasks.

Business processes are normally modeled using graphical notations such as the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [9] or the event-driven process chains (EPCs) [10]. None of them contain explicit elements for modeling context-aware processes. For the automated execution with a computer, the processes must be expressed as workflows using a workflow execution language like YAWL [11] or WS-BPEL [12]. Since WS-BPEL (or BPEL for short) became the standard in this area, it is used as basis for the development and execution of our context-aware tasks.

Note that BPEL already supports integration of humans by the BPEL4People extension [13] or vendor specific solutions. For this purpose, a task management system distributes work tasks to human participants. There are no systems available that allow the modeling of context-aware tasks in a standard BPEL environment. However, some research approaches exist in this area: xBPEL [14] is a BPEL extension for modeling mobile participants in workflows. The PerColab system executes xBPEL and allows integration of people into BPEL workflows without constraining the users to their desktop PC. The WHAM System [15] supports mobile workforce and applications in workflow environments based on IBM products. In contrast to these solutions our system builds on top of the already used WS-BPEL4People standard and can be used as addition on top of a running workflow system in parallel to normal business-workflows and conventional human tasks.

III. EXTENDED CONTEXT DATA MODEL

The Nexus approach [16] federates various spatial context models, which are stored in the so-called context servers. For the integration of context information from different context models a standardized context schema is needed. In the Nexus project we decided to build an object-oriented data model for that purpose. The basic objects are represented in the Nexus Standard Classes. Based on this standard schema extensions can be defined for different application domains [16]. This has the advantage that the context data can be shared between different applications even from different domains. For the failure management in the Smart Factory we have defined such an extended context schema [17], [18] of which an excerpt is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 Excerpt of the context data model for integration of workflow and production context based on the Nexus standard classes](image-url)

The Smart Factory Data Model consists of several packages. Following packages are important in the failure management scenario: SmartFactory Resources for representing production resources such as machines and tools. Smart Factory Workflows for the representation of processes and tasks context in the Smart Factory. The package SmartFactory Base Extensions contains a set of virtual objects representing documentation or detected failures. Further packages not in the focus of this paper refer to production orders, products, sensors and actors. In order to ensure that objects of the Smart Factory have attributes describing location (position attribute) and condition (status attribute), they inherit these attributes from the Nexus Standard and Smart Factory Base Extension classes. The classes from Smart Factory Base Extension package contain additionally attributes for target locations (location specification), execution dates of tasks or document references to rarely needed data such as manuals.

Like Figure 1 shows in detail the package SmartFactory Resources represents the real-world objects of a factory, such as buildings, production segments, machinery and equipment (tools, fixtures and testing equipment), storage resources and transportation means. The package Smart Factory Workflows contains an object for holding the context of a workflow model (Spatial Workflow), e.g., the failure management workflow with an area where it can be applied. In case a failure occurs an instance of a workflow (Spatial Workflow Instance) is created at the location of the handled failure event. The instance also creates human tasks (Task, Action Task) for the manual work that has to be done to repair the
failure. The concepts and functionality behind context-aware workflows is described in the following section.

IV. CONCEPTS OF CONTEXT-AWARE WORKFLOWS

In this section the needed concepts for realization of context-aware workflows with human interaction are shortly presented. For further details of the basic concepts other papers are already published that present them in more detail [8], [6], and [19]. Hence, in this section only the most important concepts are explained for understanding the realization of failure management workflows.

A. Workflow Concepts

We call the special kind of Workflows that are able to control smart environments “Smart Workflows” [8]. They form the top most layer of the context-aware workflow concept (see Figure 2) and represent the application logic. As most workflows they are orchestrating the control flow between automated programs as workflow activities. The smart workflows use Context Integration Processes (CIP) to access the context models in a domain specific application optimized way. This allows that the applications can be modeled by domain experts without technical knowledge about the context management system. Inside the Context Integration Process Layer the CIPs form a hierarchy of workflows calling each other as sub processes. The generic CIPs are used by every smart workflow and are the gateway to the context management system. Furthermore, the context task CIPs provide additional functionality to create and manage human tasks in a workflow system and providing the task context in the context model.

B. Context-aware Human Tasks

The tasks are the way to integrate human work into the automated workflows. This is needed in order to complete manual work with workflows. We have defined different types of tasks for different kinds of work. The most important ones are shown in Figure 3. The tasks are classes in the context model and have different attributes, which are inherited from the super classes. As a consequence the management of the tasks is split up between the workflow system and the context management system. The workflow system manages the state and execution of the tasks using a task list and a human task service. The context management system manages the context as for example the location of a task or the area where it is visible. By intersecting both the workflow data such as roles of people that are able to execute the task and context data like the location of people, the amount of potential tasks per user can be reduced. Using that concept only tasks are shown on the work list that are e.g., in a radius of 100m near a user of the role worker. This helps users to select appropriate tasks faster than normally, because the list contains fewer tasks and is context-aware. Furthermore, the context-aware tasks have another advantage. They are connected to real world objects, which are the reason for the task. This information is important for the user, so he does not have to search for the object but can locate it in a map. Furthermore, this has also advantages for automation: An action task can be automatically completed by monitoring the real word object. A transport task is completed when the object reaches its target location. An operate task is completed automatically when the object of work switches to the state OK again. This automatic completion saves time, because a user does not have to go to a terminal to enter that he has finished the task. He only has to interact with the real world objects. Only for the question task a user has to input data into the computer for answering a question about the real world object he has examined. For example a question could be: “Please conduct a sight check of tool 132”. The answer can be the remaining usage time of the tool. By that context can be acquired or verified where no sensor is available or the sensor is not precise enough.

For implementing all the task types each is modeled as a CIP that has application logic for creating the task in the workflow system and in parallel insert it into the context model. After the task is completed it is deleted out of the context model. Most important, while the task is executed the contexts of its connected real world objects are monitored and on occurrence of the completion condition the CIP completes the task using the privileges of the Context management system.

V. FAILURE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

In a factory many processes are executed in parallel, e.g., different manufacturing and maintenance processes. The processes are executed normally with Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES).
In case of machine failures only rudimentary or no support is provided to the workers or shop-floor managers by these systems. In situation the workers are usually on their own to fix the failure as fast as possible for being able to continue manufacturing processes. For such cases context-aware workflows can be used to support the workers and coordinate the work that has to be done for repairing the failure efficiently. In the Nexus Project we introduced the concept of context-aware workflows and context integration processes to be able to implement all kinds of processes going on in a smart environment. As a case study we modeled this failure management process as a workflow and executed it in a real factory. The main contribution of this paper is to explain how to implement such a process as context-aware workflow.

Figure 4 shows a simplified version of the process for handling a failure. The complete BPEL code is accessible on our web-site [20]. First the workflow calls Context-Integration Processes (CIP) as sub-workflows to gather all needed context information about the failure: the context of the machine (location) and historical documentation about similar failures to analyze how and with what tools and parts the failure was repaired the last time. In parallel the failure is classified in its seriousness and effects on the complete production. Then a branch is made whether a solution to the failure is already known or not. If a solution is available in the historic documentations the needed tools and spare parts for maintenance have to be transported to the machine with reliable identification is required. In the prototype we did this for important tools (e.g. different types of screwdrivers, ladders, transport boxes, …). The operate task monitors the machine switching from failure state to OK state and completes then automatically. At the end of the workflow the automatic gathered documentation is presented in a query task to the worker for approval. Now the worker can decide whether he wants to edit and afterwards publish the automatically recorded documentation in the context model for improvement of future failure handling or if he wants the documentation to be deleted for privacy reasons.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

We have created a prototypical implementation of the described concepts and modeled the failure management workflow. For that we first designed the extended Smart Factory context data model. Then we developed the task models and deployed all to the context servers. After this we modeled the context-aware workflows with BPEL (CIPs and failure management workflow) for coordinating the work in the Smart Factory. We also developed an application concept with different applications (mobile and web-based) for accessing the work tasks in distinct environments (on the move and in office). With this tools available context data stored in any context server can be visualized in order to get an overview of the factory.

A. Architecture

The needed architecture for executing the context-aware workflows consists of the following important parts (shown in Figure 5): The context management system implemented by the Nexus Federation. It manages the context model in a distributed scalable system. The second part is the workflow system that consists of the Workflow Management System (in our implementation it is an Oracle BPEL engine), the human task management service and an application server for hosting web-applications. The applications are used as user interface for the employees to conduct the human tasks and also for managing the executed workflows. For the management the standard Oracle BPEL dashboard can be used. But the human task application has to be extended to take the context of the tasks into account. Therefore, we developed a new web-client that shows all tasks and connected real world objects on a map (Figure 8). By that the context of the tasks is visible. Furthermore, a mobile application for accessing the tasks on a mobile device is required (Figures 6, 7). This results from the environment of the smart workflows. Normal workflows are used in business environments where all
users have a desktop computer and are not walking around all the time. In a smart environment, such as a smart factory, the users are mobile at all times. As a consequence they have to carry their task list with them. Furthermore, the mobile device knows the current location of the user and can filter the tasks by proximity. We implemented both applications and tested them in a Smart Factory on their usefulness and performance (see Section D).

B. Mobile Client TaskApp

Figures 6 and 7 show screenshots of the mobile application on a Google Android phone. This mobile application can be used anywhere on a mobile phone supporting Android 1.6 or higher. The tasks are presented in two ways, firstly as usual in a task list (Fig. 6 left side) and secondly what is new (on a mobile device based on BPEL4People) as a task map (Fig. 6 right side). This means the context of the tasks is used to display them in a map in addition with the objects that are related to the task. Furthermore, the position of the mobile phone is shown as user location for a better orientation of the user. For example the transport task has a dependency to the tool that has to be transported (see Fig. 6 middle) and a connection to the target machines where the target of the transport is located.

Figure 7 shows the details view of the different task types. Here all the connected real world objects are listed and can be selected to be shown on a map. Furthermore, the task can be claimed and completed here by one fingertip. This calls the workflow system and changes the state of the task. It is also shown if the task is already executed and who is working on it. Also the task can be shown on the work map for finding the shortest way. The colors represent the priority of the tasks (1-5: green over orange to red).

C. Web Client integration Portal

The Web Portal Application is needed in parallel to the mobile client for presentation of the whole factory context in an office scenario for analysis. Here a much bigger screen size is available and the overview of the whole context can be achieved. Furthermore, nothing has to be installed on the client computers. Figure 8 shows a screenshot of the web client showing all the objects in the Smart Factory on a map. An operate task is shown in orange. Again, the color represents the priority of a task. It is important to note that no workers are tracked for privacy reasons and hence are not visualized in the map. The symbol for a person represents a human task, which can be executed by different workers. Also the re-localization of the task is only done indirectly e.g., on location change of the real world object connected to the task. A further advantage of the web client is that it provides links to the workflow system for presenting workflow models for starting the workflow and workflow instances for observing their execution state. Furthermore, links to the workflow task management system for working on the tasks.
And last but not least links to factory information systems with additional information about the resource, e.g., manuals or 3D representations. For focusing on one aspect a filter for object types is provided. For instance only failure events and machines can be shown as an overview of the current state of the machines in the factory. Or only tasks can be shown if the web-client is used as task map.

D. Runtime Measurements

We conducted measurements of both the web-client and the mobile client to find out the limitations of our solution. Table 1 shows the time (in seconds) for processing the data 1, 10, 50 and 100 tasks on the mobile client running on two different mobile Android phones and on the web client. Processing means to query the data from all sources and integrate it. The visualization is done in parallel and is not measured here. The result is that the system is able to handle at least up to 100 tasks in parallel. The refresh time on the mobile clients however is very high because of the limited processing power on the mobile devices. But for the user of the applications it is not noticeable that the updates take long, because the update is executed in a background thread. The fast execution of the web-client results from the fact, that only the data from the context model is used in the web client and no workflow data has to be integrated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Client and Device Brand</th>
<th>Amount of Tasks</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web-Client - Firefox</td>
<td>0.08s</td>
<td>0.11s</td>
<td>0.25s</td>
<td>0.45s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile-Client-HTC G1</td>
<td>1.63s</td>
<td>8.35s</td>
<td>37.82s</td>
<td>82.27s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile-Client-Motorola Milestone</td>
<td>1.50s</td>
<td>5.10s</td>
<td>28.58s</td>
<td>53.49s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we showed how to support the failure management in production environments by implementing this process as a context-aware workflow. The workflow uses context-aware human tasks for integration of the human workers executing the process.

Future work is to find a method how to allow the worker to work with the mobile applications using speech recognition to keep his hands free. In addition, performance improvements will be done on the mobile client for achieving a faster update of the task list for being able to handle more tasks in parallel.
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